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Eyebeam in Objects is a group exhibition opening on September 3, 2015 and continuing 
through October 10, 2015. It includes technology-driven works by artists Chloë Bass, Zach 
Blas, James Bridle, Heather Dewey-Hagborg, Zach Gage, Brian House and Addie 
Wagenknecht. There will be a First Thursday opening reception on September 3, and a 
closing reception on October 1. Both receptions run from 6:00 to 8:00 pm, are free to attend 
and open to the public. 

Since 1997 the New York-based non-profit, Eyebeam, has actively provided support for and 
exposure of projects that critically engage with emerging technology and crack it open in 
unexpected ways. For this exhibition, director and curator Roddy Schrock asked some of 
Eyebeam’s most forward-looking and adventurous artists working in myriad tech-related 
forms, from conceptual to sound arts, to render their work into objects. 

In our current “internet-of-everything” age, where information is immediate and ubiquitous, 
physical objects have taken on a new immediacy in helping to create appropriate metaphors 
for the highly complex algorithm-driven world in which we live. The resultant works challenge 
interrogate notions of materiality and its porous relationship to data and concepts. 

Chloë Bass is a conceptual artist working in performance, situation, publication, and 
installation. Bass presents a two-channel “video peep-hole”. She holds a BA in Theater 
Studies from Yale University, and an MFA in Performance and Interactive Media Arts (PIMA) 
from Brooklyn College. 

Zach Blas is an artist and writer whose work engages technology, queerness and politics. 
Blas presents new objects from Contra-Internet, an ongoing project that describes the 
emerging militancies and political subversions of neoliberal, networked digital technologies. 
He is a Lecturer in the Department of Visual Cultures at Goldsmiths, University of London. 

James Bridle is an artist, writer, journalist, and publisher based in London, UK. His 
formulation of the New Aesthetic research project has spurred debate and creative work 
across multiple disciplines, and his artwork has been exhibited worldwide and online. 

Heather Dewey-Hagborg is an information artist and bio-hacker currently based in Chicago, 
IL. Her work manifests as booklets and products aimed at educating and helping citizens 
avoid DNA surveillance and tracking. She is a PhD candidate at Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute, holds an MPS in Interactive Telecommunications from New York University and a 
BFA in Information Arts from Bennington College. 

Zach Gage is a game designer, programmer, educator, and conceptual artist from New York 
City. Winner of Apple Design and Game of The Year awards and BAFTA Nominee, he has 
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exhibited worldwide at art institutions and in Apple stores. His work often explores the 
powerful intersection of systems and social dynamics. For this exhibition, Gage presents 
unique poems generated via the top three results for a specific prompt to Google 
autocomplete, presented on an e-ink screen. 

Brian House is a media artist whose work traverses alternative geographies, experimental 
music, and a critical data practice. House holds degrees from Chalmers University of 
Technology, Göteborg, Sweden and Columbia University, New York and is a PhD candidate at 
Brown University, Providence. For this show, House uses telegraph sounders as an 
interpretation of human speech patterns. 

Addie Wagenknecht is an artist and researcher living in New York and Austria. Her work 
deals primarily with pop culture, feminist theory, new media and open source software and 
hardware. For this exhibition, she presents a hanging sculpture made from 3D printed guns. 
Wagenknecht holds a BS in Multimedia and Computer Science from University of Oregon and 
is represented by bitforms gallery in New York. 

Curator Roddy Schrock, director of Eyebeam, builds programs and residencies, bringing 
together artists, designers and technologists to engage the public. He studied electronic 
music at the Royal Conservatory of the Hague, Netherlands and Mills College, CA. Schrock is 
adjunct faculty at NYU’s Interactive Telecommunications Program and sits on the  
Netherland-America Foundation Cultural Commission. 

 
UPCOMING EXHIBIT: 

October 13 – November 25, 2015 
My New Blue Friends 
Julie Green 
Drawing inspiration from Zen calligraphy, Japanese ceramics and the Pattern and Decoration 
movement, Green presents ceramics and egg tempera paintings against an expansive, 
process-based drawing in sumi ink which will cover the gallery walls. The works meditate on 
the ocean, consumption and the color blue. 

### 

About Upfor: Founded in 2013, Upfor presents contemporary art from emerging and 
established artists working in digital and other mediums. The 1,700-square-foot gallery offers 
a versatile exhibition and installation space in Portland’s visual arts district. The gallery is 
located at 929 NW Flanders Street, Portland, OR 97209. Gallery hours are Tuesday–Saturday 
from 11:00 am to 6:00 pm and by appointment. For information about upcoming exhibitions, 
please visit upforgallery.com.
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